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“Engaging with the supply chain is hugely important to the 
development of a successful alliance model that maximises value 
for the public purse; drives innovations and efficiencies; improves 
customers’ experience of the network; and increases safety for 
all that use and work on our network. 

Our previous engagement exercise in February 2018 allowed us 
to test our thinking and understand how the model may be 
shaped. Your feedback was directly used to further develop the 
model, evident in the detail shared in July 2018.  

The feedback from the recent July event is helping us refine the 
model and finalise the details as we prepare to go to market.  

We look forward to sharing further detail in due course.” 

Shaun Pidcock, Programme Director – Smart Motorways 

For any questions or comments, please email 
RtMYourQuestions@highwaysengland.co.uk 

 
Opening Remarks: Programme Director 

mailto:RtMYourQuestions@highwaysengland.co.uk
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Background to Market Engagement Exercise 
Highways England shared further information about the development of a new route to deliver the smart motorway programme, and, gathered 
further feedback from the supply chain on the proposed approach. 

The engagement event comprised of an interactive session held on 5 July 2018  (with 67 organisations) and written feedback submitted (from 17 
organisations) on the delivery model and three discussion themes. 

The purpose of the engagement was to enrich development of an alliance model by testing assumptions through market consultation ahead of 
the procurement process. This document outlines the key industry feedback that arose from the engagement exercise.  

Key Themes 3 

Questions Asked 32 

Participating 
Organisations  

67 

ACO Technologies plc 

AECOM 

Amey 

Amey-Sir Robert McAlpine JV 

Arcadis 

Arup 

Atkins 

Ayesa Ltd 

Balfour Beatty 

Bam Nuttall 

Capita 

Chevron TM  

Chubb Systems Ltd 

Clearview Intelligence  

Colas Limited 

Corderoy 

Costain Ltd 

Faithful + Gould 

Fluor Ltd. 

Forest Traffic Services Ltd 

Freyssinet 

Galliford Try Infrastructure 
Limited 

GRAHAM 

Ground Control 

Hanson UK 

HW Martin 

Idom Consulting 

Interserve Construction 
Invennt Ltd 

Jackson Civil Engineering 

Jacobs UK Limited 

John Sisk (Holdings) Ltd 

Kier Highways  

KPMG LLP 

Lagan Operations & 
Maintenance 

LogiKal 

Mace Limited 

Morgan Sindall 

Mott MacDonald 

Mott MacDonald / JN Bentley  

Mway Comms 

Osborne Infrastructure Ltd 

P.J Carey (Contractors) Ltd 

Plowman Craven 

Power Plane Ltd 

Professional Construction 

Strategies 

Ramboll 

RSK 

SAFEROAD 

Sir Robert McAlpine Limited 

Skanska UK Plc 

Stantec 

Stanton Bonna Concrete  

SWARCO Traffic 

Sweco UK 

Taylor Woodrow 

telent Technology Services Ltd 

The Nichols Group 

Toppesfield 

Traverse 

Tripod Crest 

TRL Limited 

TYPSA 

VINCI CONSTRUCTION  

VolkerFitzpatrick 

WSP Ltd 

XPO Supply Chain UK Limited 

Participating Organisations 

 

Attended workshops 67 

Provided written feedback (in 

addition to attending workshops) 
17 

Production Hub 1 

Digitally Enabled Design 2 

On site assembly and 
delivery 

3 
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Background to Market Engagement Exercise 
For further background on the proposed alliance model discussed during the engagement exercise, please refer to the pre-procurement 
engagement supplier pack dated 16/06/2018, link below. The word cloud below has been generated from the engagement feedback and 
demonstrates the proportional mention of different key words expressed by size.  

Engagement Wordcloud Engagement – Key Dates 

16.06.18 PIN and circulation of Smart Motorways pre-
procurement engagement pack  

05.07.18 Market Engagement Workshops held 

13.07.18 Deadline for written feedback responses   

Summer 
2018 

Circulation of engagement outputs report  

 

Link to engagement pack: 

http://assets.highways.gov.uk/PIN/SmartMotorway
sProgrammeAllianceSupplierEngagement.pptx 

http://assets.highways.gov.uk/PIN/SmartMotorwaysProgrammeAllianceSupplierEngagement.pptx
http://assets.highways.gov.uk/PIN/SmartMotorwaysProgrammeAllianceSupplierEngagement.pptx
http://assets.highways.gov.uk/PIN/SmartMotorwaysProgrammeAllianceSupplierEngagement.pptx
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Methodology of the engagement 

• Converse:  67 suppliers asked 32 questions (via 8 x workshop roundtable sessions and/or written feedback submission) 
• Collect:   Responses collected and grouped into circa 2000 individual feedback points  
• Convert:                 Feedback points grouped by discussion theme and key insight, and categorised against Routes To Market 

  Principles & Smart Motorways Programme Principles.  
• Communicate: Key messages and findings from engagement exercise via a simple, clear, consistent report 

Download 

 

Collect survey responses 

 

Workshop and Written 

response input 

Build 
Key Insights, RTM 

Principles & SMP 

Principles 

Categorise 
Categorise outputs by 

Themes and Principles 

Scribes and data 

collectors, as well as the 

RtM and SMP -defined 

principles 

Develop Analyse themes 

and responses 

Consolidate 
Input results into deck 

outlining insights 

Steps Data Sources 

Results 

3 Themes 

 

32 Questions  

 

>1950 individual responses 

 
 

Thematic analysis 
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The discussion themes were based around the core functions of the proposed future alliance. These three functions would 
form an integrated team to deliver the programme of works: 

 

1. Production Hub: 

A centralised programme management office that drives integrated programme planning, standard policies and processes, 
establishes the risk framework and reporting and enables technology, colocation and collaboration, information management 
and benefits tracking. The Hub will drive continuous improvement in coordination of logistics and supply chain management 
across the programme to realise efficiencies.  

 

2. Digitally Enabled Design: 

A centralised function that develops standardised SMP design for use across all site assembly/construction areas, supporting 
efficiency objectives.  

 

3. On site assembly and delivery:  

Construction management for delivery of schemes in collaboration with the supply chain and sub-contractors (e.g. Strategic 
supplier/contractor and/or construction management firms)  

 

  
 

 

Discussion themes for the market engagement 
exercise 
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The following slides are an analysis of each theme, in the following order: 

 

 
 

Discussion Theme Analysis 

a)    Questions proposed to the suppliers  
 
b)     Key Insights 
 

- Key insights 
- Key insight details - each insight has a description of the majority view 
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1. Alignment: It is essential to achieve alignment of alliance outcomes, interests and objectives, with all parties 
committed to engaging openly and collaboratively. One brand that unites all parties and creates a strong identity 
for the alliance is encouraged. Clear leadership, ownership and defined roles from day one will enable alignment 
together with behavioural training across the alliance. Good, strong leadership creates the right relationships and 
trust to perform as a single entity over time.  

2.  Incentivisation: Ensuring a shared vision and joined up outcomes via alignment will incentivise the support of 
the alliance. There is a large amount of informative data available in regards to cost and value enabling 
efficiencies to be gauged. Giving the alliance access to a consistent volume of works over ten years enables the 
confidence to invest in product development and incentivises the alliance to improve efficiency. 

3. Integration: Potential challenges around people behaviour particularly in terms of adopting a different way of 
working to be overcome by the right selection of people with the right behaviours. Attracting and retaining the 
best people for the alliance with effective leadership and culture being an essential requirement. Opportunity for 
improvement through one consistent customer experience across all projects, improved co-ordination for 
diversion routes and avoidance of clashes managed at programme level.   

4. Commitment: Continuity and foresight of workload is one of the key benefits of working within the alliance. 
The alliance will benefit from long term arrangements and effective clear planning. Value will be achieved by 
supporting efficient delivery across the alliance through long-term commitments.  

5. Collaboration: Mutual dependency between Highways England and the partners nurtures the right behaviours 
and delivers good outcomes. Recognition that the core of the Production Hub and Digitally Enabled design to be 
physically co-located to promote and encourage transparent and effective collaborative behaviours. 

 

 

Feedback Highlights 
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Theme 1 - Production Hub 

1 The Production Hub will utilise a blended resource model drawn from across all partners.  What are the challenges and 
opportunities of bringing a group of individuals together to deliver the objectives of the Smart Motorways Programme from day 
one operation to a state of sustainability?  

 

2 
We recognise that data and information management will be a critical enabler to the success of the alliance: 
 
          a) Our current systems include:  Xactium, Cemar and P6.   What challenges might there be with integrating with these?  
          b) In your experience, what other systems would you expect to be in place on day one to achieve the alliance outcomes? 

 

3 What are the major risks within this area of the alliance?  What mitigation practices can be put into place to de-risk? 

 

4 
We envisage that the commercial model will pay net costs for inputs only to the production hub manager, with returns earned 
from value delivered and outperformance.  We believe this outperformance will be achieved in part through standardisation 
and optimisation of services to encourage a reduction in people costs.  What challenges and opportunities arise from this type 
of model? 
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Key Insight Key Insight Details 

Culture, clarity of purpose and values 

alignment  

Strong focus on setting up correctly the right culture from the start. Enabling the right behaviours is a critical part of making the alliance a 

success. 

Strategic alignment between the supply chain and HE organisational objectives is critical to the success of the alliance. 

Identity A brand for the alliance will unite all partners 

Attraction and Retention  Mixed teams should be the norm, allowing for considerations of home life, skills and geographical spread. 

Development opportunities will support retention, staff development and continuity. The potential to diversify roles to maintain interest and 

engagement over the 10 year should be explored. 

Roles and responsibilities Roles and responsibilities to be clearly defined, including, but not limited to, principal designer and contractor.  

Co-location Co-location was recognised as an important requirement for the core group with the flexibility to connect to a wider virtual team 

Information management Current systems including CEMAR, P6 and Xactium were viewed as being fit for purpose. 

A Common Data Environment (CDE) from day one is critical to success to ensure compatibility and flow of processes between all parties 

Net cost and overheads Clear definition of ‘net costs’ will enable understanding of impact on organisations with different overhead models.  Clarity on how net cost 
payments are determined and when payments are made is also required.  

Clarity on how overheads are paid under the commercial model will enable organisations to make key decisions around recruiting and retaining 
key people on the alliance contract 

Theme 1- Production Hub 
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Theme 2 - Digitally Enabled Design 

1 How could the work be distributed between the two partners to deliver the optimal way of way of working within the design 
function?   

 

2 How can the alliance create national standardisation and automation of design?  

 

3 What functions of design need to be co-located to drive efficiency in design?  When do you see a need to work in a multi-office 
environment? 

 

4 How could a design partner add value to the Rapid Engineering Model as it evolves? 

We envisage that the commercial model will pay net costs for inputs only to the design partners, with returns earned from 

outperformance.  We believe this outperformance will be achieved in part through automation in design services to encourage a 

reduction in people costs.  What challenges and opportunities arise from this type of model? 5 
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Theme 2- Digitally Enabled Design 

Key Insight Key Insight Details 

Distribution of work All suppliers strongly embraced the one team ethos especially to avoid the creation of silos when distributing work 

Various options to split the work were discussed, including by: project, region and speciality. It was recognised that a flexible approach would 
work well and therefore not be too prescriptive limiting ways of achieving efficiencies via distribution of work.  

Opportunity for standardisation The alliance would enable alignments through agreement on common standards for materials, processes, training and technologies, with a single 
mission and vision – a single common way of working, helping drive automation.  

Each organisation could bring their own experience and knowledge with the alliance board adopting the best to form a common standard.  

It was agreed that standardisation should not prevent innovation from occurring where it would drive further value 

Co-location Recognition that co-location would help with the formation of a highly integrated and collaborative team 

General consensus between suppliers that a core co-located group would be essential 

Rapid Engineering Model (REM) Agreement that REM needs to be continually developed and refined. Suggestions included developing design rules for REM and updating with 
standard products.  

Net cost and overheads Clear definition of ‘net costs’ will enable understanding of impact on organisations with different overhead models.  Clarity on how net cost 
payments are determined and when payments are made is also required.  

People costs Focus should be on whole-life-value, not simply reducing people costs, more people time may lead to reduced overall costs.  
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Theme 3 - On-site Assembly and Delivery 

1 What traditional on-site functions could be moved to the Production Hub from site and why? 

 

2 
What challenges might there be to adopting common systems and process and using shared alliance resources?  What 
mitigation could be introduced 

 

3 What nature of risks and opportunities do you feel would be equitable in a shared programme budget  
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Theme 3- On site assembly and Delivery 
Key Insight Key Insight Details 

Production Hub functions Some traditional on site functions are shown as being moved to the Production Hub – overall agreement with the proposals shown within the 

supplier pack 

Recognition of significant opportunity to remove duplication that currently exists across projects.  

Functions which can be moved include: procurement, CCTV, road space booking, HR & training, plant management, risk management, 

temporary works design, Project Control Framework, document control, Collaborative Performance Framework, some commercial and 

logistics.  

Knowledge share Opportunity for organisations to input learning into the production hub, building consistent, best in class approach   

Common systems and shared 

resources 

Clarity required regarding common systems and processes – will they be accredited systems 

Concerns about liability and insurances when using common systems and processes. This could be mitigated by having a single Alliance 
Professional Indemnity insurance. 

Use of common systems are not perceived to be the greatest challenge as all current suppliers in the sector are used to Joint Venture 

arrangements where best systems for the job are employed. However, the choice of systems and process would be a particular challenge 

during mobilisation where each organisation could potentially have a preference. 

Budget Risk ownership and accountability for actions should be placed with the party or person best placed to manage the risk. 
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General Questions 

1 Safety  
What opportunities do you see for the alliance partners to work together to improve safety?   

 

2 Customer  
What opportunities do you see for the partners work together to improve the customer experience?   
 

 

3 
Organisation and ways of working 
We want to build an outcome based Alliance. What organisational enablers do you see as important to foster an outcome based 
alliance that aims to deliver as a single entity? 

 

4 
In reference to slide ‘Organisational Design’: 

a)Do these services represent the good characteristics of 
  

i) Programme and production management  
ii) Digitally enabled design 
iii) On-site assembly and delivery 
 

b) Are there any omissions?  
c) Which of these roles are the most critical and why? 
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General Questions 

5 Our aim is that the Alliance will apply technology to streamline delivery.  What is the best way to reward partners that share 
ideas across the Alliance that result in efficiencies and what are the challenges that you see in adopting common technology 
platforms across the Alliance? 

 

6 The quality and interaction of the integrated team will be vital to success.   How can the model support the alliance partners to 
realise this aspiration and retain the ‘A team’ resources over time?  

  

 7 How could the partners work together to provide resilience to support each other and what barriers may prevent this? 

8 What is your experience are the indicators of good collaborative behaviour?  What do suppliers feel they need to be able to 
influence and promote good behaviours and performance within the alliance? 

What challenges and opportunities do you see with collective decision making deemed best for the overall alliance? 

9 
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General Questions 

10 
Engagement with the wider Supply chain (outside of the Alliance)  
We are considering that the supply chain will interact directly with the Alliance through frameworks managed by the Alliance 
(whether HE Frameworks or procured by the Alliance).  Do you think this is viable? How do you think we can build a transparent 
supply chain that shows best value to the overall Alliance? 

 

11 What is the potential and what are the barriers/pitfalls in the Alliance partners all adopting one alliance and procurement 
process?   

 

12 
Procurement of the alliance                                                                                                                                                                                         
What level of disclosure would partners require in order to undertake due diligence, submit a tender and eventually sign-up to 
the alliance budget? 

 

What elements would be appropriate to negotiate and discuss with Highways England during the procurement process rather 
than form part of the tender requirements and why? 

 
13 
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General Questions 

14 
15 
16 

Commercial                                                                                                                                                                                                             
What principles do you feel should drive the proportion of the share of the business and how often should it be reviewed i.e. 
monthly, quarterly or annually? 

 

Each partner may identify efficiencies and value improvements which contribute to the programme pool. Should each partner 
be differentially rewarded for their own contribution or should they be shared equally? 

 

It is intended that Alliance partners will not earn profit on the basis of turnover / actual cost incurred but only on efficiencies 
delivered against the programme budget. What do you see as the challenges or opportunities to making this work successfully?  

 

We aspire for the Alliance to drive innovation and share intellectual property, how do you see the outcomes from the use of 
those methods being rewarded?  Do you see any constraints and if so how these could be dealt with? 

 

What challenges might there be in reporting defined cost against an NEC style Schedule of Cost Components and not using 
rates?  

 

 

17 
18 

Open final question                                                                                                                                                                                                 
Out of everything you have read today – is there anything else you would like to share? 19 
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Key Insight Key insight details 

Culture 
A common culture will provide the foundations for consistent safety leadership from across the alliance leadership and 

management teams. 

Consistency 
The Alliance will have the opportunity to embed the supply chain, which will help enable develop a consistent safety culture, 

underpinned by adopting a strong Alliance approach. 

Communication 

The current arrangement within the Smart Motorway Programme (SMP) relies heavily on informal communications and 
sharing between suppliers to assist with learning lessons and spreading good practice. In the new arrangement, there is the 
opportunity for a centralised (but lean) safety team within the Production Hub to standardise health, safety, wellbeing and 
environmental approaches across the Alliance. 

General Questions - Safety 

General Questions - Customer 

Key Insight Key insight details 

Expertise 
Recognition that we need to access customer service professionals to bring in to the alliance the essential experience and 

knowledge required 

Consistency The alliance presents a valuable opportunity to develop one consistent customer experience across all projects 

Diversion routes Improved co-ordination for diversion routes, avoidance of clashes – managed at programme level.  
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Key Insight Key insight details 

Organisational enablers The organisational enablers were linked back to the Alliancing Code of Practice: Behaviour, Integration, Leadership and 

Commercial. 

Alliance services Suggestion that not all services need to be discrete to one function, they can be owned / led by one function whilst 

underpinning delivery across all the functions.  

Potential omissions include: Design automation, digital rehearsal, off site production, health, safety and wellbeing. 

Monitoring progress The temptation to report measures because they are available should be avoided, and measures derived that really support 

understanding of performance. 

Measures can be split into: inputs/enablers, outputs and outcomes 

Rewarding efficiencies General agreement that rewarding efficiency should not be limited to the identifying organisation. There should be a split 
between the organisation and the overall alliance returns. This will encourage the right behaviours.  

Retain A team Invest time in on-boarding to align interests and create mutual understanding 

Create a challenging and rewarding environment where the best people can thrive 

Provide attractive incentives (bonuses) 

Allow flexible and remote working 

Resilience  Effective leadership - create the right environment where issues are escalated early and all partners are aware and able to 
support 

Collaboration Create one culture; people are prepared to leave their ‘home’ company badges at the door and integrate into a high 
performing team 

General Questions - Organisation and ways of working 
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Key Insight Key insight details 

Supply chain interaction Agreement that a common contracting entity is needed – this could be HE. Collaborative, open approach needed.  

Transparent supply chain Supplier mapping  required to provide transparency of capabilities and capacity of the supply chain, which will also enable 

the partners to understand where the hotspots are in the supply chain. The mapping will also identify gaps in capacity and 

allow for identification and trialling of new entrants. 

One Alliance Barriers  

Multiple barriers around aligning governance with ‘home’ organisations  

Corporate buy in – alignment of ‘home’ organisation objectives with alliance  

One procurement process  

Aligned procurement processes already used in joint ventures – no specific concerns voiced regarding the admin 

Recognition that we need to ensure we realise efficiencies through one procurement process 

General Questions - Engagement with the wider Supply 
chain (outside of the Alliance)  
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Key Insight Key insight details 

Disclosure 

Full disclosure of all cost and supporting historical information is requested to provide confidence before signing up to the alliance budget.  

Level of disclosure will vary depending on the supplier (contractor vs. designer) 

Negotiation elements 

Top elements mentioned below: 

Limits of liability / insurances 

Risk allocation 

Contract terms 

Share of returns  

General Questions - Procurement of the alliance  

General Questions - Commercial  
Key Insight Key Insight Details 

Proportion share The share could be determined by value – based on contribution 

Suggestion that the organisations within each lot should have equal shares. (designers / contractors) 

Annual review and change based on performance  

Rewarding efficiencies General agreement that rewarding efficiency should not be limited to the identifying organisation. There should be a split between the 
organisation and the overall alliance returns. This will encourage the right behaviours.  

Profit based on efficiencies A very well-defined baseline position in terms of cost, quality and schedule will need to be provided with sufficient transparency for all members 

of the alliance to understand and agree with. It would be very difficult to sign up to a performance based contract without this agreed baseline 

being understood. 

Intellectual property Intellectual property needs to shared carefully to ensure that innovation is still encouraged and can be used by organisations on other projects if 
applicable.  

NEC style schedule of cost 

components  

No specific challenge 


